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Abstract
In this contribution, a model of a drum motor is presented. This model was designed for description of
dynamic behaviour of the drum motor as well as for
the possible implementation of several wearing phenomena. Using this model, a better understanding of
wear and tear phenomena has been achieved by carrying out a considerable number of simulation runs
using different operational and wearing conditions.
Using this information, important knowledge about
detection of wearout signs was able to be gained.
Often, mathematical models with different levels
of detail are used. In these cases, it may be a difficult
task to obtain reliable parameters. In this paper, we
present three different approaches for establishing a
model structure and for the determination of needed
parameters. This way, we were able to define every
part of the model with an appropriate level of detail
and equip them with adequate parameter values.
Keywords: drum motor; mathematical model;
wearout phenomena modeling; parameter determination; condition monitoring

1

Introduction

Applications of mathematical models of technical
systems are widespread in today’s product development cycle. Mathematical models help to increase
the understanding of physical properties of a product.
The usage of mathematical models in the design
phase allows investigations of functional properties
under changing operational conditions. Both properties and operational conditions are described in the
models by certain parameters. In the early phase of
product development, only a certain range of values
for these parameters is needed. Later on, these pa-
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rameters have to be determined with higher accuracy
to benefit from the model-based investigations.
Correct and robust operation under changing circumstances is the most important requirement concerning machines and facilities in today’s industry.
Additionally, all equipment must guarantee a very
high level of availability. These two demands are
competing against each other because every technical system is characterized by a certain appearance
of wear and tear. This applies to mechanical and
electrical systems but also for any other physical
domain. This appearance of wear and tear increasingly causes a less correct operation of any technical
system with progressing time of operation. Therefore, compliance checks concerning the allowed tolerances have to be performed either in certain time
intervals or depending on the current condition of
wearing. However, those checks take time and,
therefore, decrease the machine’s availability.
Using a mathematical model of a machine or a
facility that is able to reconstruct phenomena of
wearing is one promising way of getting out of the
dilemma. Still, the model must be able to describe
functional and dynamic properties, too. That is the
reason why such mathematical models cannot be
implemented in an easy and straight forward manner.
The model structure developed first has to be laid out
with necessary parameters. Some of them can be calculated while other ones may only be measured. Calculation may be performed analytically or, e.g., by
using a Finite Element model. Parameter measurements mostly need considerable effort for establishing an appropriate test set-up. All three methods
were applied for the development of the model presented here. Using a well-parameterized model, we
can carry out investigations about impacts of effects
of wear and tear on functional properties of a machine or a facility.
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Figure 1

S
Sectional view
w of drum mo
otor

Figure 2

S
Sketch of the components of the drum motor

In this ppaper, a maathematical model
m
of a drum
motor is prresented. Thhis model regards impoortant
wearout phenomena occurring with
hin the drum
m motor’s compoonents. Important modeel parameterrs are
determined by analyticcal investigaations, by F
Finite
Element m
methods or by
b extensive measurem
ments.
Some param
meters are included intto the modeel by
look-up tabbles. Finally, some simullation resultss performed to prove the functional properties
p
off the
model are ggiven.

2

Desiggn of a drrum motor

A drum mootor (or someetime referreed to as a m
motorised pulley)) is a compoonent for driving a pulleey for
conveyor beelts. A sectioonal view off such a mottor is
depicted in Figure 1. Fiigure 2 show
ws a sketch oof the
pical drum m
motor.
main compoonents belonnging to a typ
From both ffigures, one can understaand the operration
of the drum
m motor. Thee stator of th
he electric m
motor
and the otheer black partts (including the ring wheeel of
the planetarry gear) are fixed at the outer space . The
grey part coonsists of thhe rotor of th
he electric m
motor
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and the shaft con
nnected to thhe input of the
t planetaryy
gear (sun wheell). Both aree driven by the motor’ss
he planetaryy
electtromagnetic force. The carrier of th
gear is shown in
i blue coloour (Adapterr) while thee
planetary wheelss are filled light green. All yellow
w
partss stand for roller
r
bearinggs. The two
o outer bear-ings are the main bearings oof the drum motor.
m
Theyy
havee to resist th
he forces cauused by the belt and itss
load. The three in
nner bearinggs have to gu
uide the rotorr
of th
he electric motor
m
and thee gear’s carrrier. Finally,,
the drum
d
shell iss depicted inn red colour.. It is tightlyy
attacched to the adapter
a
and, therefore, driven
d
by thee
planetary gear caarrier.
This
T
mechan
nical system
m was mod
deled usingg
Mod
delica becau
use this mullti-physical language iss
well-prepared fo
or implemenntation of different
d
ap-proaaches for paraameter definnitions [4]. The Modelicaa
mod
del diagram is shown in FFigure 3. Thee connectionn
to a model of thee electrical ssubsystem off the electricc
moto
or (including
g controllingg algorithmss and powerr
inverter) is realissed by one iinput signal (torque) andd
two output signaals (angle annd angular veelocity). Thee
electtrical subsysstem’s modeel is provided by a thirdd
party
y ([5]) and will
w not be disscussed here in detail.
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Figure 3

3

M
Modelica mod
del diagram of
o the drum m
motor

3.1

Modeelica mod
del

The Modeliica model (see Figure 3) consists of some
main modules each desscribing a meechanical sub
ubsystem. First, tthere are thee main rollerr bearings (““bearingDL” andd “bearingD
DR”) between
n the drum shell
(“drum”) annd the fixed part
p (“support”) as well aas the
smaller rolller bearinggs (“bearingPL” and ““bearingPR”) bettween the rootor of the ellectric drive (“rotorPacket”) and the fiixed stator (“stator”) orr the
planetary geear carrier (““ACarrier”), respectivelyy. Second, the frriction because of the O-rrings is takenn into
account (“O
ORing”) and,, third, a geaar is includedd into
the model (““planetaryGeear”). The ad
dditional mo dules
(e.g. “oilFillling”) are noot of importance here.
All of thhe used sub--models can be supplemeented
by several w
wearout phennomena. Thee model’s levvel of
detail definnes which phenomena
p
can
c be incluuded.
The more ddetails are implemented
i
d in a modeel the
more phenoomena can mathematica
m
ally be descrribed.
Some effeccts can be formulated by investiggating
physical rellations, otherr effects, how
wever, have to be
described by general beehavioural models
m
whichh only
give an appproximated representation of staticc and
dynamic prroperties reggardless of real
r
physicall reasons behindd them.
In the foollowing, wee present thee most impoortant
parts of ourr model of a drum
d
motor.
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Roller bea
arings

The model of thee roller beariings is impleemented as a
cylin
ndrical joint component with only on
ne rotationall
degrree of freedo
om. Hence, it is designed
d much sim-pler than e.g. in [1] or [11]. T
The model is realized ass
an extension
e
off the BearinngFriction model
m
of thee
Mod
delica Standaard Library [99]. That meaans that bothh
rotattional axes of
o inner and outer ring are
a identical..
The friction deffinition of thhe Standard Library hass
been
n complemen
nted by frictiion effects caaused by thee
rollin
ng elementss (balls in m
many cases)), which aree
placeed between the
t inner andd outer ring of the rollerr
bearing (see e.g. [12]). Thee model is used
u
for beltt
drivee application
ns, where an external forcce can act onn
the bearing.
b
Hen
nce, the BeaaringFriction
n model wass
exten
nded by a RealInput
R
innterface to connect
c
anyy
exterrnal force vaalue applied to the bearing. Typical-ly, the direction of this forcce is fixed and
a thus thee
forcee is absorbeed by all ballls located on
o one half-spacce of the bearring.
Figure
F
4 show
ws a simple sketch of a roller bear-ing. It illustratess the applicat
ation and thee distributionn
orces. The belt force FBB is divided into severall
of fo
sub-forces FBi . The resultting additio
onal frictionn
ue depends on
o the mechhanical strain
n of the ballss
torqu
and their
t
slight deformation.
d
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The force value FB is actuaally time-dep
pendent. Thee
o ball channges not only
y with angu-forcee acting on one
lar position
p
but also
a with thee number of balls
b
presentt
in th
he half-spacee. Eventuallyy, this causess slight fluc-tuatiions of the to
orque needeed to operatee the bearingg
continuously.
One
O of the models
m
purpoose is to sim
mulate abra-sion,, which can
n be treated as an increeased rollingg
frictiion FRi . Thee friction forrce is proporrtional to thee
know
wn normal fo
orce FNi andd thus depend
ds further onn
a facctor k Ri for each
e
ring, whhich might be
b a functionn
Figure 4

S
Sketch of a rooller bearing

The presssure of eachh ball can bee described bby the
Hertzian coontact stress ([6],
(
[7], [10
0]), which is basically modeeled by a noon-linear sprring system.. The
displacemennt value for this model originates
o
frrom a
very small relative shifft between the
t axes of inner
and outer rring when a force is app
plied. Hencee, the
displacemennt value can be calculateed analyticallly for
each ball w
with respect to
t its angular position i . We
found that iit is a good approximatio
a
on to consideer the
displacemennt i to be prroportional to
o the term coosi .
According tto the Hertziian contact model
m
the noormal
force to a baall then becoomes
3
~
FNi  FB cosi  2 ,

(1)

~
where FB iis a force value which will
w be determ
mined
by the exterrnal force appplied to the bearing. Figgure 4
shows that tthe normal force
fo
FNi is a projection oof the

of th
he angular position
p
measured relative to thee
i m
ring under consideration. W
We defined these
t
factorss
by tw
wo look-up tables for aall angular positions
p
be-tweeen 0 and 2. This introdduces high fllexibility forr
the definition off damaged sspots on thee rings. Thee
abso
olute value of
o the frictioon torque du
ue to rollingg
ballss then reads

 R   FNi rinn k Ri ,in  rout k Ri ,,out  .

wherre rin and rout are the rradii of inneer and outerr
ring.. For abrasion simulationn it is necessary to calcu-late the angular ball positionns relatively
y to the ringg
posittions, which
h are known
wn from the connectingg
flang
ges. Moreov
ver, the rotaation speed of the ballss
diffeers from the speed of inne
ner and outer ring and thee
ringss might both
h rotate. How
wever, they are
a a suitablee
referrence system
m and the relaative position
ns become

iin  

partial exterrnal force FBi to the rad
dial directionn. FBi
can thereforre be expresssed as

FNi
~
 FB coosi .
F 
cosi
i
B

(2)

From equattion (2), thee distribution
n of the extternal
belt force aaccording to angular balll positions iss given. Note thhat only ballss of the resp
pective half-sspace
are considerred as the rem
maining ballls are not afffected
~
by the forcce. Finally, the
t force vaalue FB is ddetermined by thhe fact that all sub-forcees FBi sum uup to
the belt forcce FB and thhus reads

892

(4)

i

iout 

in  out
r
1  in
rout
o

in  out
r
1  ouut
rinn

 i , 0

(5a)

 i , 0 .

(5b)

Equaations (5) deescribe the an
angular positiion of a balll
with
h respect to th
he inner andd outer ring, respectively,
r
,
wherre i , 0 denottes an initiall position of the ball. Us-wearout pheenomena de-ing (5),
( we can implement w
pend
ding on relattive angles bbetween rolliing elementss
and both rings. This
T way, thhe most important formss
of damage of ro
oller bearingss (e.g. dull surface,
s
sur-face depressionss like pittinggs) can be modeled
m
by a
variaable friction depending oon momentaary angles off
inner and outer ring.
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3.2

O-rin
ng friction

The drum m
motor is parttly filled witth oil which must
not leak outt during opeeration. At leeast two so-ccalled
O-rings aree used for seealing both ends
e
of the drum
shell prevennting the oill from leaking out. But they
introduce hiigh friction values
v
and, th
herefore, theey are
of very highh influence on dynamic behaviour oof the
drum motorr.
To modeel such fricttion, extensiv
ve measurem
ments
were carriedd out by Intterroll as willl be describbed in
Section 4. T
The goal off these investtigations waas not
only to accoount for the non-linear behaviour butt also
to obtain uuseful absollute values for the friiction
torque. Wee found thatt the friction
n values deepend
mainly on tthe material of the O-rin
ngs as well aas on
the used lubbricant (usedd or used nott, lubricant ggrade,
lubricant am
mount). But the friction
n behaviour for a
fixed combination of material
m
and lubricant
l
shoows a
simpler struucture in com
mparison witth the frictio n behaviour of roller bearinngs. A first approximatio
a
on of
the frictionn may be a combinatio
on of a veloocityproportionaal share andd a nearly constant sshare.
Hence, it caan be writtenn like

 O  k O   O , 0 ,

(6)

where  iss the rotationnal speed off the drum sshell.
The parameeters kO annd  O , 0 havee to be founnd by
performing appropriatee experimentts. A secondd approximationn was implem
mented by full
f correlatioon of
torque with rotational sppeed by usin
ng a look-up table
of measuredd values. To this end, thee standard libbrary
model BearringFriction was
w finally used
u
to modeel the
O-rings beccause it offers such possib
bilities.
For bothh approximattions, we assumed that O
O-ring
friction doees not vary with
w any outter load. Thee belt
forces and aany load in axial
a
directio
on are complletely
absorbed byy the main bearings.
b
Hen
nce, wearoutt phenomena at O-rings are expected to
o be uniform
m, i.e.
they are nott dependent on
o the drum shell’s anglee. But
we found thhat O-ring friiction vary both
b
with houurs of
operation – because of wearing
w
in effects
e
– andd with
increasing wearout, e.gg. by abrasiion. These iinfluences have to be determ
mined by ex
xtensive meaasurements, too.
3.3

One--stage gear

The drum motor incluudes a singlee-stage or m
multistage planettary gear, which
w
can be implementeed by
the standardd library moodel IdealPlaanetary or a combination off two of it. However,
H
it does not incclude
any featurees to emulatee wearout effects. As a first
approach thhe usually exxisting backlaash and rotattional
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stiffn
ness can be inserted beetween the driving
d
shaftt
and the gear’s input wheell by a rotational springg
damp
per system. The
T backlashh influences the dynamicc
behaaviour of thee drum motoor and is a measure forr
abrasion.
Gears
G
have sp
pecial kinds of tooth flanks to mini-mizee abrasion [2
2], [13]. Mosst gears use the evolventt
tooth
h flank, which ensures tthat there is no grindingg
betw
ween teeth an
nd that the trransmitted to
orque has noo
ripplle. During op
peration the flank might degrade duee
to high loads orr improper m
maintenance. Even teethh
may break off under certaiin circumstaances. As itt
would be very challenging to model these
t
effectss
throu
ugh multi-bo
ody simulatiion, we deveeloped a Fi-nite Element (FE
E) model staarting from a two-wheell
gear. In the ideaal case, both wheels chan
nge their an-gular position siimultaneouslly but with opposite di-rectiion. Actually
y, the drivenn wheel mov
ves first andd
yield
ds a slight deeformation oof teeth acco
ording to thee
Herttzian contact model. Thiss effect is sh
hown in Fig-ure 5 for one wh
heel. The torqque applied to
t the drivenn
wheeel is transmitted by this m
means. The deformationn
leadss to a little deviation
d
 in angularr position off
both
h wheels and
d depends alsso on the ab
bsolute posi-tion  of the wheels,
w
as th
the contact point
p
movess
along the evolveent. The trannsmitted torq
que thus is a
funcction of  and  whiich is determ
mined by thee
FE simulation.
s

ure 5
Figu

Gearw
wheel with strretching of teeeth (Note
that th
he deformatioon is displayeed using a
magniification of 1000 in relation
n to the
shape of the wheel))

Figure
F
6 show
ws the resullting torque function forr
two gear wheelss of equal siize. We can deduce thatt
for small
s
loads, i.e.
i for smalll  , the traansmission iss
indep
pendent of the
t angular pposition  and
a dependss
lineaarly on  . Howeverr, for heavy
y loads thee
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transmissionn function becomes
b
non
n-linear andd also
depends on  . Note thaat the torquee function is periodic in  .

Figure 6

D
Dependency of
o torque on both
b
angles aand
ttheir differen
nce

The resuults of the FE
F simulation
n can be us ed to
develop a M
Modelica model of any gear wheel coombination. Thee investigation of differrent tooth fflanks
and their abbrasion is thuus possible an
nd even the eeffect
of missing tteeth can be evaluated.
3.4

Determin
nation of parameteers

Deteermination of parameterss used within the modell
is a very imporrtant task. S ome parameeters can bee
read from geom
metrical valuees like massses and mo-ments of inertia. But other parameters like frictionn
coeffficients need
d to be determ
rmined by sp
pecific meas-urem
ments carried
d out using reeal devices.
For
F
an apprropriate assiignment off parameterss
need
ded to measu
ure, a numbeer of roll-ou
ut tests weree
perfo
ormed. These tests were focused on the determi-natio
on of friction
n losses becaause of bearrings and O-ringss without an
ny influencee from electrric motor orr
gear. To this end
d, a single reeturn pulley was acceler-ated to a certain rotational sppeed. After that,
t
the pul-ley is
i retarded only
o
by fricttion torques in bearingss
(firstt test set-up) or by fricttion torques in bearingss
and due to frictiion between drum shell and O-ringss
(seco
ond test set-u
up).
and lubricatition are addittional physi-Temperature
T
cal quantities
q
in
nfluencing thhe friction torques.
t
Butt
temp
perature can be ignored if all measu
urements aree
carriied out within a range oof temperatu
ure like in a
typiccal use casee. Lubricatioon, if effecteed correctly,,
was found to be of no noticeaable influencce.

Environment of the model

The drum m
motor is inteended for beelt drive systtems.
Such enviroonments can be modeled
d by the com
mmercial Belts llibrary, whicch includes elements foor the
static and ddynamic anaalysis of belt drive systtems.
The key com
mponents arre belt spans and pulleyss. We
added interffaces to our drum motorr model suchh that
it can act aas a pulley and
a is fully compatible
c
tto the
library com
mponents. Thhis way we are
a able to ssimulate the mootor within a realistic env
vironment annd to
investigate the effects of
o different signs
s
of wear
ar and
tear.
Our Moddelica modell does not in
nclude the eleectric
motor. Thiss component was provideed by a third party
as a Matlabb Simulink model
m
[5]. It provides
p
the driving torque and uses anngular posittion and vellocity
from our moodel to contrrol the electric motor. Thhe cosimulation w
was carried out using th
he Dymola bblock
feature in S
Simulink (seee [8]). Thee purpose off this
combined m
model is to investigate the influencce of
mechanical properties and setups to the electtronic
parts and coontroller of the motor. But
B these invvestigations are nnot content of
o this paper.
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4

ure 7
Figu

Frictio
on torque witthout any O-ring

Figure
F
7 show
ws the curve of friction torque
t
meas-ured
d across rotaational speedd if no O-rrings are at-tacheed to the test set-up. It is a result of retardingg
frictiion because of bearings oonly. The cu
urve shows a
shap
pe which is nearly inddependent on rotationall
speeed because torque valuues range from
f
0.2 too
0.3 Nm
N (see also
o [12]). In a first approx
ximation thee
frictiion torque is, thereforre, implemented in thee
mod
del by a con
nstant value of Coulomb
b friction. A
betteer integration
n of the meaasured curve can be per-form
med using a look-up
l
tablee containing
g momentaryy
frictiion torque vaalues dependding on rotatiional speed.
Figure
F
8 depiicts the meaasurement reesult if bothh
outer O-rings aree attached to the drum sh
hell. This is a
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result of reetarding fricttion becausee of bearingss and
O-rings. Thhe curve shoows a non-liinear dependdency
on rotationaal speed. Foor simplificattion, the currve is
split into oone part withh constant friction
f
(appproximately 0.955 Nm) and onne part with a constant cooefficient for fr
friction depeending linearrly on rotattional
speed. The constant valuue is about 0.1
0 Nm/1000 rpm.
Here againn, a better integration
i
of
o the meassured
curve can be performed via a look-u
up table.

First
F
we inveestigated the normal forcce acting onn
the balls
b
of a beaaring. This ggives an imp
pression how
w
the bearing
b
mod
del works annd where thee torque rip-ples originates frrom. Figure 9 shows the result acrosss
timee for the mo
otion of onee ball within
n the force-loaded half space of the bearring (which is located inn
the half
h circle on
o the right hand side in
i Figure 4)..
The normal forcce is expecteed to be zero
o within thee
other half spacee (left hand side in Fig
gure 4). Fur-therm
more, we asssume that th
there are no slip effectss
betw
ween ball and
d inner or ouuter ring of the bearing..
Hencce, the samee curve shapee results when depictingg
the normal
n
forcee across the angular possition of thee
ball instead of tiime. The friiction torquee for the onee
conssidered ball can then bbe determineed from thee
norm
mal force lik
ke shown in Section 3.1
1. This way,,
friction vallue can be calculated
the ball-specific
b
c
att
every point in time dependinng on the baall’s positionn
and the bearing’s transversaal load forcce. Applyingg
this result for every ball of thhe bearing, the
t completee
frictiion can be calculated froom present bearing
b
anglee
and the
t load forcce.

Figure 8 F
Friction torqu
ue with O-rin
ngs

5

Simu
ulation ressults

As an exam
mple, we pressent simulatio
on results re garding the rolleer bearings. Because of lack of meaasurement resultts up to now
w, we can un
nfortunately only
present sim
mulation resuults. These results weree obtained usingg Dymola [3]. The app
plication envvironment of thee drum motorr consists off a load by a constant transvversal force (like force FB in Figuure 4).
This force iis induced by
b the belt and
a reaches uup to
1 kN in a tyypical applicaation.

Figure 9

N
Normal forcee against timee acting on on
ne
b
ball located within
w
the force loaded hallfsspace of the roller
r
bearing
g
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ure 10 Torqu
ue transmitteed to the load displayed
Figu
acrosss time withouut damage (so
olid line) and
with lo
ocalized dam
mage on the ou
uter ring
(dasheed line)

To
T investigate the resultinng torque rip
pple at a ro-tatin
ng load (not to be mistaaken for thee transversall
load force), the drum
d
motor w
was driven by
b a constantt
torqu
ue and the ro
otational loadd was emulaated by a lin-ear and
a velocity dependent ddamper. To show
s
the ef-fect of a spot damage
d
at oone of the riings, such a
damage was intro
oduced by a localized inccrease of thee
frictiion coefficieent k R . This increase waas calculatedd
dynaamically using the pressent bearing
g angle. Wee
comp
pared the to
orques actingg on the loaad with andd
with
hout spot dam
mage, respecctively. Figu
ure 10 showss
the results.
r
Both torques are depicted acrross time forr
a ceertain range after the trransient effeect has beenn
vanished. The to
orque withouut bearing daamage (solidd
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line) is nearly constant during the complete simulation interval. Contrastingly, the torque with bearing
damage (dashed line) shows distinct ripples. The
ripples’ magnitude order is about 0.5 % of the
torque’s mean value. That seems to be not so high
but it is enough to detect some differences within a
frequency plot. This way, a damage of sufficient dimension could be detected by a dedicated condition
monitoring system.

6

Conclusions

[4]

[5]

[6]

We presented an approach to simulate wear and tear
phenomena within complex systems. For the case of
a drum motor we proposed three different methods
of modeling and parametrising components thereof.
The roller bearing was described analytically,
whereas the gear was simulated using the Finite Element method. A third access to unknown parameters is measurement as shown with the O-rings. Using these well-parameterised models, we were able
to establish a behavioural description for some important wearout effects with the drum motor. Hence,
these models can be used to predict the behaviour of
a worn system within its usual environment. This
opens the possibility to investigate some consequences of wearout effects in several simulation runs
in order to establish design rules for condition monitoring algorithms and thus support the development
of adapted condition monitoring systems. This in
turn allows for improved maintenance strategies and
reduced costs.

[7]

[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]
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